January 2017
Clinical-Ganeshalingham/N Zealand: Identifying children at risk of malignant Bordetella pertussis infection
Letter-Shime/Japan: Proposal of a new pediatric SOFA score for possible validation.

February 2017
Clinical-Park/Korea: Factors associated with mortality in continuous renal replacement therapy for pediatric patients with acute kidney injury.

March 2017
Cardiac-Schlapbach/Australia: Impact of viral respiratory pathogens on outcomes after pediatric cardiac surgery.
Editorial-MacLaren/Australia: 10-year survival in children after extracorporeal membrane oxygenation for respiratory failure.
Editorial-Butt/Australia: What is the outcome of children admitted to intensive care? This is the most important question we need to answer!

April 2017
Clinical-Ye/China: Utility of assessing cytokine levels for the differential diagnosis of pneumonia in a pediatric population.
Clinical-Sng/Singapore: The impact of ethnic and cultural differences on parental satisfaction in the PICU.
Editorial-Butt/Australia: Mechanical ventilation for children with hypoxemic respiratory failure after stem cell transplantation: Quo vadis?
Editorial-Seppelt/Australia: The dangers of tracheal intubation in the PICU.
Editorial-Sun/China: New insights into acute respiratory failure and extrapulmonary organ dysfunction.

May 2017
Cardiac-Wang/China: Diagnostic value of procalcitonin on early postoperative infection after pediatric cardiac surgery.

June 2017
Letter-Inata/Japan: Central venous to arterial CO2 difference after cardiac surgery in Children: Many Unknowns

July 2017
Cardiac-Namachivayam/Australia: A case-control analysis of post-operative fluid balance and mortality after paediatric cardiac surgery.
August 2017
Clinical-Larson/Australia: Moral distress in pediatric and neonatal intensive care practitioners—a cross sectional evaluation.
Editorial-Schlaphbach/Australia: Time for sepsis-3 in children?
Editorial-MacLaren/Australia: Long-term morbidity and mortality in children after cardiac extracorporeal membrane oxygenation.
Letter-Xue/China: Pediatric videolaryngoscopy.

September 2017
Cardiac-Inata/Japan: Elevated central venous to arterial CO2 difference is not associated with poor clinical outcomes after cardiac surgery with cardiopulmonary bypass in children.
Neonatal-Zhang/China: Oropharyngeal colostrum administration in very low birth weight infants: a randomized controlled trial.
Extracorporeal Support-Namachivayam/Australia: Late term gestation is associated with improved survival in neonates with congenital heart disease following post-operative extracorporeal life support.
Response letter-Anantasit/Thailand: The authors reply to Nebulized fluticasone for preventing postextubation stridor—is it really effective?

October 2017
Extracorporeal Support-Mattke/Australia: Creating a controlled arterio-venous shunt by reversing the ECMO blood flow: a strategy for weaning patients off VA ECMO.
Editorial-Oberender/Australia: Clinical quality—unpacking the bundle.
Response letter-Anantasit/Thailand: the authors reply to Does timing, duration, dose, and route of corticosteroids matter in prevention of postextubation stridor?

November 2017
Editorial-MacLaren/Australia: Universal follow-up after extracorporeal membrane oxygenation: baby steps toward establishing an international standard of care.

December 2017
Cardiac-Namachivayam/Australia: Extubation failure is associated with increased mortality following first stage single ventricle reconstruction operation.
Cardiac-Wu/Taiwan: Contemporary postnatal incidence of acquiring acute myocarditis by age 15 years and the outcomes from a nationwide birth cohort.
Letter-Xue/China: Assessing cardiac surgery-associated acute kidney injury in pediatric patients

January 2018
Clinical-Gelbart/Australia: Rhabdomyolysis in a tertiary pediatric intensive care unit—a 10 year study.